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Capstone Case 

Rural MRI Imaging Company Decision 

PART B (Decision Tree) 
[MRI Capstone Case Study - Part B Directions.pdf] 

 

Orientation 

In Part A, you determined the profit maximizing price and quantity of a rural MRI and then calculated 

the base case NPV of $879,000.  We called this Rosie Scenario. You will now proceed to develop sources 

of uncertainty and a decision tree. Finally, this case ends with a discussion of intangibles which 

completes the second part of The Fundamental Philosophy of Spending Decisions. 

Sources of Uncertainty 

To avoid this loving arrangement with Rosie, you must identify the primary sources of uncertainty. It is 

useful to also list other more secondary sources. The primary sources will be the basis for a decision 

tree. By listing other sources, we show we considered them, but found them not as significant to the 

decision. 

After reviewing this with the doctor group, you all agree on three primary sources of uncertainty.  

1. The possibility of not being able to fill your imaging business with 12 MRIs per day, even though 

your S-D-C curve shows that is the most profitable place to operate. So…the initial MRIs per day 

is uncertain.  

2. The possibility of a competitor moving in during Year 2. This assumes they see your new facility 

is doing well and want part of the business. So…the advent of a competitor is uncertain. 

3. The possibility that the average MRIs per day on your business will suffer with a competitor. 

So…the average MRIs per day with a competitor is uncertain, both with and without increased 

marketing costs. 

As stated in Part A in the overview, the possibility of a competitor may lead the doctor group to another 

decision in two years: do we shut down, go forward like nothing has happened, or fight by increasing 

our marketing budget to $100,000? For the last two options, how will that affect the average MRIs per 

day for Year 3 through Year 10? 

Other sources of uncertainty judged to be secondary considerations and therefore not used in our 

decision tree are: 

 The cost of building improvements 

 The cost of the MRI machine itself 

 The salvage value at Year 10 
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Of course, every assumption is uncertain to some degree, but most don’t impact the NPV outcome 

dramatically even if they vary significantly. 

Constructing the Decision Tree Structure 

Decision Tree Assignment 1   If you can avoid going to the next page, try your hand at drawing the 

structure of the decision tree. After trying your hand, return to the courseware. These written 

instructions will not develop the decision tree. The courseware will do that using progressive disclosure.   

Assume there are three possible outcomes of MRIs/day for the first two years. Just label them “H”, “M”, 

& “L” for High, Medium, and Low. Assume after two years, either a competitor enters or not. Assume if 

a competitor enters, there are three possible outcomes (H/M/L) with both increased marketing and with 

the no increase in marketing. Hint: There are more decision nodes than D1. 

Draw your decision tree here: 

 

  

D1 
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Once complete, the BBO version of the resultant tree looks like this: 

 

Figure 1: RMI Decision Tree 
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Adding Probabilities 

Decision Node 1 The first node is simple. Either the doctor group builds the new imaging facility or not. 

Outcome Node A The first source of uncertainty is the amount of MRI done at the new imaging facility 

for the first two years. The high would be the maximum of 12 per day, as determined from our Supply 

and Demand work earlier. It makes no sense to do 13, which requires a second Radiological Technician.  

In working with the doctor group, you come up with the following table (Figure 7) of three possibilities, 

along with their agreed on estimate of the probabilities for each. Remembering, the Biz Basics Online 

Theorem of Statistics, note there is a 100% chance of something happening. This presumes the other 

two doctor groups in this rural area send some of their patients to this imaging facility. In other words, 

this doctor group believes there is a good chance of getting 12 per day from the rural region.  

MRIs per 
Day 

Probability 

12 30% 

10 50% 

8 20% 
Figure 2: Outcome for Node A 

 

Outcome Nodes B, E, & H The second source of uncertainty is the possibility of a competitor entering 

this rural market. This might be the big hospital chain from the big city. Using a two-year assumption, 

either someone enters or no one enters. See Figure 8. 

Competitor 
Enters? 

Probability 

Yes 70% 

No 30% 
Figure 3: Outcomes for Nodes B, E & H 

 

Decision Nodes 2, 3, & 4 If a competitor enters the market, the three options discussed above are 

available to the doctor group: Increase marketing, stay with same marketing, or quit the business. This is 

a decision, thus, there are no probabilities.  
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Outcome Node C If the doctor group decides to fight, what will be the average MRIs per day thereafter?  

The following table (Figure 9) shows the results of a facilitated session you ran with the doctor group. 

MRIs per 
Day 

Probability 

12 40% 

10 40% 

8 20% 
Figure 4: Node C Outcomes 

 

Remaining Outcome Nodes (D, F, G, I, & J) The doctor group developed similar tables for the remaining 

outcome nodes. See Figure 10. 

Node D Node F Node G Node I Node J 

MRIs Prob MRIs Prob MRIs Prob MRIs Prob MRIs Prob 

10 30% 12* 40% 8 30% 8 40% 6 30% 

8 40% 9 40% 6 40% 6 40% 4 40% 

6 30% 6 20% 4 30% 4 20% 2 30% 
Figure 5: Outcomes for Remaining Nodes 

* This shows an increase from 10 for the first two years to 12 thereafter. This reflects the construction of 

the new auto assembly plant.  

 

Adding NPVs for Each Terminal Path 

Decision Tree Assignment 2   Go to the worksheet “Decision Tree”. Read Assignment 2. In summary, 

there are 25 paths on this decision tree. You role is to calculate the NPV for only four of them. The other 

paths are already done for you. Use the Scenario Calculator to calc the missing four. Pick the right value 

from the pull-down menu. Your four cells are R15, R22, R26, & R38. 

Adding Probabilities and Calculating the Expected Values 

Decision Tree Assignment 3   Read Assignment 3 on the spreadsheet starting at Cell X2. You can now 

change the value in Cell AA 12 to “Yes”. This divulges probabilities on the spreadsheet and the 

calculation of the expected value of the decision tree. The Biz Bucks Guy realizes this is the mirror image 

of the normal way of presenting such calcs. This is due to the idiosyncrasy of using a graphic in a 

spreadsheet. The cells aren’t available where it would be best to have the calcs. Nonetheless, with a 

little noodling, you will get the pattern. The courseware will run you through the normal right to left way 

of doing this calculation. 
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Financial Recommendation 

The Final NPV Expected Value Inspect the NPV Expected Value for the decision tree. You can see 

there is a compelling positive NPV for this decision. The financial numbers support moving ahead with 

the project. But that is only one part of The Fundamental Philosophy of Spending Decisions. Now, 

intangibles. 

Intangibles  

Favorable   We are assuming there is NO VALUE in this business at Year 10, only a salvage value 

from selling the property. The MRI Machine is now dated and worthless (boat anchor). Of 

course, there may be value in the business itself at Year 10. There could be value in its presence 

in the community, its Rolodex of patients, its convenience, etc.  This only increases the 

recommendation to proceed for this decision today.  

Unfavorable   The key unfavorable intangible is the amount of personal administrative 

oversight that being responsible for such a facility will add to the doctor group’s already hectic 

workload.  This intangible is contrary to the NPV analysis.  

Make a note of your findings and enter your answers by returning to the course presentation. 

Conclusion 

Our fictitious case study ends with you facilitating a discussion with the doctor group. They are 

impressed with the expected value of the decision tree and want to move forward. They 

reconcile the added workload by agreeing if it gets too much, they will hire a second office 

manager, at least part time, to take the burden off of them.  This substantially reduces the NPV, 

but it is still quite positive. [Assume a second office manager will cost $100,000. See H28 of the 

MRI Cash Flow Model and tweak it to $155,000 and see what the new, reduced NPV is. The cell 

protection for H28 has been removed.]  

They now begin the procurement and construction process with realistic, but high hopes it is a 

good business decision. 

Wrap Up 

Keep these directions on your hard drive. This file is part of the tools you will keep as you 

complete the BBO course. 

Thank you for your work.  

 


